The unique dynamic coupling effects between airframe, flight control system, and the pilot of modern, highly or super-augmented aircraft introduce new stability and handling qualities problems which do not occur on conventional airplanes. In particular, phenomena leading to a destabilization of the closed-loop system consisting of the airframe, the control and stability augmentation system, and the pilot, triggered by an undesired and unexpected interaction between pilot and augmented aircraft dynamics are known to be very dangerous for the aircraft and crew. They are commonly referred to as Pilot Involved or Pilot-In-theLoop Oscillations. This paper focuses on the enhancement of the so called Open-Loop-OnsetPoint-criterion, originally developed to predict PIO-susceptibility due to nonlinear effects such as position and non-phase-compensated rate limiting. The criterion is modified to also cover phase-compensated rate limiters, which are now commonly found in modern flight control systems. I. Introduction HE continuous evolution of modern 'Fly-by-Wire' (FBW) Flight Control Systems (FCS) in the last decades has enabled the optimization of the conceptual design with respect to aircraft performance without having to make concessions regarding stability and flying qualities. These highly control configured vehicles (CCV) have to pass an extensive analysis process to guarantee stability and robustness of the closed-loop (aircraft + controller + pilot) system over the entire flight envelope. This process requires a complete evaluation of the system in numerous operating conditions. Inadvertent pilot vehicle coupling effects so called 'Pilot Involved Oscillations' (PIO), 11 leading to a destabilization of the pilot-aircraft-system are still a subject-matter within the control systems engineering and handling qualities communities due to its criticality and complexity. PIOs are divided into four categories, allowing a clearer differentiation:
= Rate limiter input y h , y pk = Output of a conventional/phase-compensated rate limiter y N = Approximated (sinusoidal) output signal of a phase-compensated rate limiter I. Introduction HE continuous evolution of modern 'Fly-by-Wire' (FBW) Flight Control Systems (FCS) in the last decades has enabled the optimization of the conceptual design with respect to aircraft performance without having to make concessions regarding stability and flying qualities. These highly control configured vehicles (CCV) have to pass an extensive analysis process to guarantee stability and robustness of the closed-loop (aircraft + controller + pilot) system over the entire flight envelope. This process requires a complete evaluation of the system in numerous operating conditions. Inadvertent pilot vehicle coupling effects so called 'Pilot Involved Oscillations' (PIO), 11 leading to a destabilization of the pilot-aircraft-system are still a subject-matter within the control systems engineering and handling qualities communities due to its criticality and complexity. PIOs are divided into four categories, allowing a clearer differentiation:
Category I is based on essentially linear pilot and aircraft dynamics, with PIO development being associated with high open-loop system gain and excessive phase lags in the effective vehicle dynamics.
Category II assumes a quasi-linear system behavior, but considers position and rate limiting as dedicated nonlinearities and potential cause for PIOs. Such phenomena are usually extremely dangerous, since they involve large amplitudes so that rate and position limiting become effective and may cause an abrupt reduction of closedloop system bandwidth, which can lead to catastrophic accidents (e.g. PIO accident of the JAS-39 Gripen).
Position and rate limiters are naturally defined by the physical constraints of actuation systems due to their geometry and their mechanical characteristics. Artificial rate and position limiters are implemented into the FCS to protect actuation systems from physical damage. Their defined limits are in general lower than the physical ones, which has different reasons. An artificial position limiter prevents the piston from hitting the mechanical stop at full speed, which can lead to tremendous mechanical damage and reduces the durability of the actuator dramatically. Software-imposed rate limits are implemented in modern control systems to protect the hydraulic system from excessive pressure losses and thereby induced overload phenomena. The general drawback, however, is that they represent nonlinear elements which can influence the system stability, once they are activated.
Category III PIOs address any kind of nonlinear system behavior, which can be induced by the aircraft but also by the pilot. Examples are mode switching events within the control laws, abrupt changes in the aerodynamic properties, for instance due to reconfiguration or the release of external stores, or transitions in pilot behavior.
Category IV has been introduced recently and accounts for coupling effects between pilot inputs and the aircraft structural modes.
The introduction of FBW flight control systems initially resulted in repeated occurrences of Cat. I PIOs. The associated deficiencies, i.e. insufficient gain margins and excessive phase lags have mostly been understood and solved throughout the ongoing progress in the development of full authority flight control systems in the last decades. Analysis of time histories of recently observed PIO events and accidents have identified rate limiting as the primary cause for the system destabilisation, which yielded the necessity for a new criterion, taking these nonlinear T 3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics effects into account. The Open-Loop-Onset-Point (OLOP) criterion has been developed using the describing function technique and the application of frequency domain methods. 1 Generally, it has to be noted that an activated rate limiter is not always the trigger for a PIO incident, but can also be the result of a fully developed PIO, destabilizing the system even further. Nevertheless, some spectacular PIO events (e.g. JAS-39 Gripen) can be ascribed to the activation of the rate limiter and the subsequent saturation as primary triggering event. Therefore, it is essential to use the OLOP-criterion in the early stages of the design phase of the FCS in order to identify and suppress these nonlinear effects.
A result of these analysis methods and the lessons learned from documented CAT II PIO events has been the introduction of so called phase-compensated rate limiters, 12, 13 which minimize the added phase lag -the primary cause for Cat II PIOs -but reduce the output amplitude. Therefore, this paper focuses on the system-theoretical background and the effects of a phase-compensated rate limiter on the closed-loop system. Potentially remaining stability problems are discussed and finally an enhancement of the OLOP-criterion is proposed to enable the application of this powerful handling-qualities criterion to systems featuring phase-compensated rate limiters. To validate the proposed modifications, the new criterion is applied to three aircraft models featuring highly sophisticated control law structures with phase-compensated rate limiters. The predictions using the enhanced criterion are then compared against the results of nonlinear simulations.
Although Cat. II PIOs describe oscillations due to the nonlinear effects of rate and/or position limiting, the OLOP-criterion is based on linear analysis and the associated frequency response of the aircraft. However, it has to be noted that linear effects are not considered and therefore no correlations to Cat. I PIO prediction criteria (e.g. Neal-Smith Criterion, Bandwidth Criterion, Gibson's Phase Rate Criterion, etc.) exist.
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(Quasi-) linear system theory can be applied, as the OLOP-criterion makes extensive use of the describing function technique. Describing functions constitute a useful method to approximate a nonlinear element by an amplitude-dependent frequency response. For fully activated rate limiters the describing function N(jω) depends on the frequency ω and the input amplitude u RLin , where the amplitude-dependency is included in the definition of the so called onset-frequency ω onset , denoting the frequency at which the rate limiter becomes active for the first time: In Eq. (2.2) R denotes the rate limit value. Investigations by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) have identified so called open-loop gradients in the frequency response as soon as the limiter is activated and the system may be driven unstable. It has been proven that these gradients, which mainly introduce a significant, additional phase lag into the system correlate with the location of the OLOP in the Nichols chart. 1 The phase loss in the open-loop response may lead to an increase of the closed-loop amplitude, which can amplify the input amplitude and thus introduce additional phase lag into the system. This in turn may trigger or exacerbate an existent saturation condition possibly leading to closed-loop instability. Whether this additional phase lag causes an increase of the closed-loop amplitude or not depends on the location of the OLOP in the Nichols chart (Fig. 1) . If the OLOP is located above the boundary (proposed by H. 
B. Evaluation Procedure
For the application of the OLOP-criterion, the use of the describing function technique is not required. A linear model of the aircraft including the flight control system, the location of the relevant rate limiter, and information about maximum stick deflections and maximum rates must be available. The procedure for the evaluation of the 'classical' OLOP-criterion is summarised below:
Step 1: First a simple pilot gain model is calculated. This pure gain model can be used because it is assumed that the pilot, after a period of adjustment, exhibits synchronous precognitive behavior, when encountering a fully developed PIO, duplicating the sinusoidal character of the aircraft response. The transfer function from the stick input (deflection or force) to the pitch attitude Θ is used to determine the pilot gain:
Here ω c is the crossover frequency where the attitude-to-stick transfer function has a specific phase angle ϕ c . Resulting pilot gains for varying crossover phase angles ϕ c between -90 deg to -130 deg for the pitch axis and -110 deg to -160 deg for the roll axis should be investigated to cover a wide range of possible pilot gains.
Step 2: Calculation of the frequency response from the stick force (or deflection) F es to the input of the rate limiter (here: unlimited elevator deflection command δ e ) for the linear closed-loop system:
Step 3: Determination of the onset-frequency ω onset by using the frequency response from the stick input to the rate limiter input of the closed-loop system (without pilot):
Step 4: Finally, the linear OLOP transfer function is derived, being the open-loop transfer function from the rate limiter output to the rate limiter input, meaning that the closed-loop system is cut directly at the rate limiting element. For the calculation of the OLOP transfer function, the limiter has to be removed, and only the frequency at which the limiter is initially activated is taken into account for the evaluation of the criterion. The OLOP-parameter is defined as phase ϕ 0 (ω) and magnitude A 0 (ω) of the OLOP transfer function at the onset-frequency ω onset :
This procedure is applicable to the two typical rate limiter locations (stick-command shaping in the feedforward path and actuator limitation in the feedback loop, see Fig. 2 ) and to both the pitch and the roll axis. The following research focuses on the analysis of potential system destabilizations due to saturations in the inner control loop of the pitch axis. For validation purposes a nonlinear simulation is conducted, in which the rate limiters are taken into account. A generic excitation function is defined in such a way, that from initial steady state sinusoidal dynamics in interval I the rate limiter is activated during the second interval where the frequency exceeds ω onset by a factor of 1.1, as depicted in Fig. 3 . 1, 6 If the aircraft response converges to its steady state condition and the induced oscillation ceases after the exciting function is terminated, the overall system can be considered as PIO-free with a high level of confidence. For phase-compensated rate limiters basically the same excitation function is used, however, interval II is prolonged to cover five periods instead of only two because the openloop gradient related to phase-compensated rate limiters is characterized by a distinctive magnitude reduction. For systems with an OLOP location 'far right' from the critical point (0 dB / -180 deg) in the Nichols chart the reduction in open-loop magnitude may lead to a less pronounced destabilization due to the temporary closed-loop increase in system amplitude or may even have no effect at all (see Nichols-M-circles, Fig. 4 ) compared to conventional non-compensated rate limiters. Therefore, a prolonged excitation enables greater insight into the developing system dynamics.
III. Phase-Compensated Rate Limiters
After numerous Cat. II PIO incidents and accidents in the 90s, the need for control law modifications to suppress Cat. II PIO tendencies became evident. This led to the development of the OLOP-criterion, presented in the last paragraph. For already operational aircraft this criterion came too late. To avoid a complete control law redesign, other solutions had to be found. Since the extensive phase lag was identified as the main cause for Cat. II PIOs, the idea arose to compensate this phase lag or to modify the rate limiter in such a way that no additional phase lag is introduced into the system. 13 This can be achieved by implementing phase-compensated rate limiters into the FCS, where the input and output of the rate limiter exhibits identical algebraic signs opposed to non-compensated rate limiters as depicted 
A. Characteristics
For a 'classical', non phasecompensated rate limiter three different modes of activation can be distinguished for a sinusoidal input. 1 For input frequencies below ω onset the rate limiter's output follows the input signal at any time, the limiter is not activated. For frequencies above 1.86ω onset , as described in Ref. 1, the rate limiter is fully activated and only discrete intersections between the input u(t) and output signal y h (t) are present, exhibiting the typical sawtooth characteristic.
Between ω onset and 1.86ω onset there is a a hybrid mode, where the output of the limiter can follow the input only partially. In contrast, a phase-compensated rate limiter only operates in two different modes. Either the limiter is not activated and its output y pk (t) is equal to the input, or it is saturated and therefore only discrete intersections every half period exist. In Fig. 5 the output signals of a fully activated phase-compensated and of a conventional rate limiter are shown. Clearly visible is the phase lag ∆ϕ h of the non-compensated limiter, resulting in a high PIO Cat. II susceptibility, whereas the compensated rate limiter shows a more significant amplitude reduction ∆ A pk , however, nearly without any phase lag. A more detailed illustration of the time history of a phase-compensated rate limiter is depicted in Fig. 6 . From t = 0, where the input u(t) has its maximum rate, the rate limiter remains activated until the rate of the input signal u(t) decreases to the rate limit value R at t a . From this point on up to t b the output follows the input without any phase lag, but, with a constant difference in amplitude ∆ A. At t b the rate of the input signal reaches the minimum permitted rate -R and the rate limit is activated once again until reaching T/2 + t a . Since the determination of t a and t b is essential for the derivation of an adequate describing function for the phasecompensated rate limiter, they are calculated below. At t a (resp. t b ) the rate of the (sinusoidal) input signal is equal to the maximum rate ±R: 2) is valid for frequencies ω ≥ ω onset . The output of the rate limiter, and consequently the calculated activation and deactivation times t a and t b , depend on the defined rate limit ±R, the input amplitude û and the frequency ω.
With the given (constant) input amplitude and a defined rate limit, the output signal of the rate limiter can be approximated by a sawtooth function for high frequencies (ω >> ω onset ). The degree ν to which the rate limiter is activated, equivalent to the extent to which the initial sinusoidal input has transformed into the sawtooth function, can be determined, considering the symmetry of the output signal around T/4, by the following expression:
The frequency-dependent plot in Fig. 7 shows that t a initially is increasing, starting from the onset-frequency ω onset , as the maximum rate max u & of the input signal u increases. However, at higher frequencies, it can be observed, with the period T (resp. T/4) further decreasing, that the (absolute) activation time t a reduces once again. As the frequency of the input signal increases the activation ratio ν converges to a value of 1 and the output signal can therefore be approximated as a sawtooth function. Correspondingly, the same trend regarding ν can be observed when varying the maximum rate R as described in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3).
B. Derivation of an Appropriate Describing Function
In order to be able to analyse the phase-compensated rate limiter with common tools like the Nichols chart, a describing function needs to be derived. By means of this approximated transfer function it is then possible to identify the explicit direction of the open-loop gradient, which is the basis for the adaptation of the OLOP-criterion. The determination of a suitable describing function for the activated, phase-compensated rate limiter is achieved by approximating the output signal of the rate limiter by a sinusoidal function having the identical signal energy content. As signals with the same energy enclose identical areas around the time axis, the corresponding integrals of the signals are compared to each other. In Fig. 8 the input signal u(t), the rate limiter output signal y pk (t) and the approximated sinusoidal signal y N (t) for a given frequency ω are depicted. The already discussed symmetry of the signal around T/4 allows a simplified approach and therefore only the first quarter of the period is considered. Similarly, the slope of the describing function of the phase-compensated rate limiter also needs to be determined; however, this is straightforward and can be easily obtained with Eq. (2.13), as no phase loss is encountered during activation.
With the characteristics of the nonlinear open-loop gradient now being defined, its influence on the system's closed-loop stability can be analyzed. Depending on the OLOP location in the Nichols chart the closed-loop amplitude either increases or decreases. By making use of the M-circle theory, 14 describing constant closed-loop amplitude, a boundary can be drawn to discriminate between these two regions. This boundary is defined by the line of constant closed-loop magnitude slope expressed by Eq. (4.1) (line of negative infinite slope of the M-circles). It constitutes the first proposal for the modified OLOP-boundary for phase-compensated rate limiters, since activation below this line reduces the closed-loop amplitude and therefore cannot lead to closed-loop instability (see Fig. 10 ). An OLOP above this boundary on the other hand may increase the closed-loop amplitude, influencing the input of the rate limiter due to the FCS feedback structure. As a result the system saturation may be exacerbated leading to a destabilization. 1 Compared to the OLOP-boundary for conventional rate limiters the proposed boundary shows -as expected -that a phase-compensated rate limiter is less critical with respect to Cat. II PIOs. However, the 'classical' OLOP-boundary is the result of a modified line of constant closed-loop magnitude slope, defined by the initial gradient of the related describing function in the Nichols chart (see Fig. 10 and refer to Ref. 1 and Ref. 10) . Since the classical OLOP boundary was validated using simulations and flight test data this procedure is also applied to verify the newly proposed boundary for phase-compensated rate limiters. 
B. Validation of the Enhanced Criterion Boundary
For the validation of the proposed OLOPboundary an OLOP-analysis (see section II) of a generic, highly augmented fighter-type aircraft is performed. To cover a wide range of different OLOP locations the open-loop frequency responses of a stable and an unstable configuration are depicted in the Nichols chart of Fig. 11 for various rate limits R and the same flight condition (Ma 0.6, 20 kft). Primarily, the cases above the proposed OLOPboundary are analyzed by nonlinear simulations, as the depicted boundary is considered to be very conservative. Figure 12a shows the results of a nonlinear simulation of case #2, where the excitation function described in section II is applied. The time histories clearly show that as soon as the excitation function reaches interval II, activating the rate limiter, the aircraft response diverges. Equivalent results have been observed for cases #1 and #3. For these examples the proposed boundary is suitable to predict PIOprone behavior. The nonlinear simulation of case #5 depicted in Fig. 12b clearly shows stable system behavior. This is also true for cases #4 and #6. Although the temporary increase of the closed-loop amplitude is clearly visible for one period as soon as the rate limiter is activated in interval II of the exciting function, the system remains stable and the amplitude is reduced again. Therefore, the increase of the closed-loop amplitude due to the open-loop gradient is not sufficient to drive the system unstable. This may require a modification of the proposed OLOP-boundary. Further case studies will be used to enhance the proposed approach.
For these initial simulations additional nonlinear effects induced by position limits implemented in the feedforward and the feedback paths have not been considered to acquire a better understanding of the influences of the phase-compensated rate limiter on an otherwise linear system. Else, a clear distinction which nonlinear element has a greater impact on system stability would not be possible. In reality position limits are obviously part of every physical system (e.g. finite stick/control surface deflections). The introduction of a position limiter in the inner loop has additional deteriorating effects on overall system stability, since control power is further limited. When introducing a position limit to the feedforward path, initially unstable, PIO-critical systems may be stabilized again (for further details refer to Ref. [7] ).
Open-Loop Magnitude [dB]
Open-Loop Phase [deg] Figure 11 . OLOP-analysis of two aircraft configurations with varying rate limit R. -X-31 Aircraft The X-31 is a highly maneuverable, statically unstable, delta canard fighter demonstrator featuring a fullauthority, digital FBW FCS and a thrust vectoring nozzle, enabling post stall maneuvering. As the OLOP-criterion can only predict a possible PIO susceptibility induced by a single nonlinear element, the rate limits affecting the trailing edge flaps, being the most critical control effectors (compared to canard and thrust vectoring system) used to artificially stabilize the aircraft in pitch, are analyzed. In Fig. 13 two OLOP-frequency responses with three different rate limits are depicted. The two frequency responses have been derived for the same flight condition (cruise, Ma 0.52, 29 kft), but with different pilot gains. While for the cases #1 and #3 the actual rate limit of 60 deg/s is applied, for case #2 the rate limit has been artificially reduced to 40 deg/s.
Regarding a conventional rate limiter, an increased PIO susceptibility is predicted for cases #1 and #2, while #3 is located below the 'classical' OLOP boundary and hence should be PIO-resistant. The predictions of the OLOP-criterion for non-phase-compensated rate limiters are confirmed by nonlinear simulations for all three cases. Cases #1 and #2 show a significant destabilization of the PVS while case #3 remains stable. In Fig. 14a the time histories for case #2 are depicted, clearly showing the described instability. On the contrary, the implementation of a phase-compensated rate limiter results in stable system behavior for all three configurations, even though cases #1 and #2 are located above the proposed new boundary. Hence, the prediction of the proposed criterion boundary cannot be confirmed. Figure 13 . OLOP analyses of X-31. The magnitude of the encountered pitch angle overshoots due to the rate limiter activation, as depicted in Fig. 14b for case #2, is different in all three cases. While for case #3 no overshoots appear at all, cases #1 and #2 show some significant pitch angle overshoots. This is evident when considering the OLOP location and the induced direction of the open-loop gradient within the Nichols chart: for cases #1 and #2 a temporary increase of the closed-loop amplitude can be observed due to the OLOP location above the proposed boundary. Case #3 is located below this line, therefore no increase of the closed-loop amplitude can be observed.
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ATTAS Aircraft
The ATTAS (Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft System) is a highly modified VFW 614 operated by DLR serving as flying testbed and inflight simulator. It features various customized systems such as direct lift control, an adaptive FBW FCS, an experimental cockpit, and extensive flight test instrumentation making it a very versatile tool to investigate new control law concepts and handling qualities. For this investigation a high fidelity aircraft model was employed resembling the aircraft configuration used during the SCARLET 3 test campaign in the year 2000. 9 In Fig. 15 the OLOPs of the ATTAS aircraft with three different rate limits, ranging from 13 deg/s to 25 deg/s are depicted. The nonlinear simulation results with a conventional rate limiter clearly show an unstable behavior of the PVS, which confirms the predictions of the 'classical' criterion, as all OLOPs are located above the original OLOP-boundary for conventional limiters (see also Fig. 10 ). 9 Considering the boundary for phase-compensated rate limiters, all three cases are located just above the newly defined criterion boundary, predicting PIO susceptibility. However, the nonlinear simulation results show stable system behavior as presented in Fig. 16 for case #2.
Due to the location of the OLOP parameter within the region where the closed-loop magnitude is rather high, in all three cases pitch angle overshoots are observed after the limiter is activated, as illustrated in Fig. 16 . However, system stability is not compromised. 
D. Definition of a new OLOP-Boundary Based on the Simulation Results
The initial validation of the proposed OLOP-boundary in the last sections has revealed the need for further adjustments. This analysis has shown that a vertical partition between PIO-free and PIO-prone configurations is required in addition to the initially proposed boundary in the Nichols chart. It is therefore suggested that the vertical portion of the boundary extends from the intersection of the initial boundary for phase-compensated rate limiters and the 6 dB M-circle as illustrated in Fig. 17 below. The boundary is verified by the three aircraft models described above, separating PIO-prone and PIO-free configurations. Figure 17 clearly indicates that the boundary excludes the PIO-free configurations, however, due to the limited data available for PIO-prone configurations a further displacment of the vertical boundary towards the critical point (0 dB / -180 deg) may be required. Hence, further systematic analyses have to focus on configurations with OLOPs located within the now defined PIO-prone area
V. Conclusions
Besides pointing out the advantages of phase-compensated rate limiters, which are commonly used in today's super-augmented aircraft, remaining deficiencies are identified in this paper. As these deficiencies can have tremendous influence on the system stability an adequate validation tool has been made available for the FCS design phase. Therefore, based on system-theoretical knowledge, quasi-linear and nonlinear analyses and simulations an advancement of the OLOP-criterion regarding phase-compensated rate limiters is proposed and validated using three aircraft models. For further validation, it is recommended to apply the modified/ enhanced criterion to a greater range of aircraft models which include phase-compensated rate limiters to increase the confidence level in the new criterion boundary. In particular, more PIO-prone configurations have to be validated with the modified criterion, since the boundary is assumed to be rather conservative. 
